No, Ron....

By Anna Von Reitz

No Constitution ever gave any rights to anyone. Not at the Federal level. Not at the State of State level. Not in 1859, not ever. I repeat....

No American and that includes Oregonians have ever lived "under" any Constitution at all.

The only "persons" bound by the limitations of the Constitutions are the Federal and State of State Employees that live and work under the respective Constitutions as a condition of their employment.

You don't have to take my word for it. There are plenty of other people out there, see Kirk's Law Course on YouTube, who are telling you the same thing.

Or will you say they are all committing "obstruction and subterfuge" for unknown reasons?

It is exactly what all of us say it is. See ARTICLE I Section 1 of Oregon' Constitution circa 1859 here it is: "Natural rights inherent in people. We declare that all men, when they form a social compact are equal in right: that all power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded on their authority, and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness; and they have at all times a right to alter, reform, or abolish the government in such manner as they may think proper. —"

You have had months and years to rebut us. Now, overcome the documents in our Civilian Court of records published at www.orsja.org. It is incontrovertible or it would be rebutted and ORSJA.ORG would have published it. If you find an error please notify me and Charlie will correct it.

As for you and Charlie White, we were the ones with the prior claim, first in line, first in time, so it's you who have to overcome our claims, not the other way around.
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